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1. To make two cuffs, softly fold 9-inch length WireKnitZ®  

in half and cut along fold revealing 2 – 4 ½-inch pieces.                            

 

 

 

2. To remove creases, slightly open WireKnitZ® tubes and gently 

massage the folded creases between your thumbs and fingers.  

 

 

3.   To make rolled cuff ends, lightly fold cut ends over top 

1/4-inch.  Continue to fold each end over four or five times  

until cuffs measure about 1-inch in width.                                                                   

 

 

4. To set a rolled cuff end, place on wrist mandrel and stretch to  

about 2-inches in diameter.  Flip cuff over on wrist mandrel to  

set other side.  If setting without a wrist mandrel, evenly stretch  

both openings by hand. 

  

 

5. To shape rolled cuff ends into a softly rolled edge, at one 

side of cuff, gently grasp WireKnitZ® under rolled edge  

between index finger and thumb, place other index finger and 

thumb adjacent on the same rolled edge and softly pinch while 

pulling gently in a circular motion, thus setting the roll in place.   

Repeat step 5 for all cuff edges. 

 

Now that you have made the foundation for your cuffs, proceed to Tutorial #132, 

“Cinched”! 
 

 

How to manipulate #3000 Series WireKnitZ® for “Cinched” tutorial #132 
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Another design option: Locate embellishments 

on opposite sides of one cuff.  Wear both cuffs 

on one wrist, or  

independently.  

The key to 

hanging  

properly is to 

weight cuff 

evenly!............. 

 

Wiring Pearls 

1.   Position one pearl at center point of 5-inch wire.  Bend wires around pearl  

to meet snuggly against pearl and twist wires twice.  Repeat with other pearls…….. 

  
Cinching Cuff 

2.   Find center point of 36-inch wire and softly bend in half to  

determine the center point.  Midway between rolled cuff ends, poke one  

end of 36-inch wire through underside of cuff.   Poke other end of same  

wire two knit rows over and twist wires together one time against outside  

face of cuff.   Wires are projecting in opposite directions……………………..  

 

3.   Wrap one wire around one outside rolled cuff edge and poke through center point of knit, 

cinching roll snuggly.  Wrap other wire around the opposite rolled cuff edge, 

tightly cinching roll and snuggly twisting wires together one time on outside of 

cuff creating a structure to attach pearl.  Attach pearl by straddling pearl wires 

around 36-inch wire structure pulling wires through knit and seating pearl  

snuggly to wire structure.  Twist pearl wires together one time on underside of 

cuff feeding wires around rolled cuff edges.  Wrap pearls short wires around base 

of pearl and bury wire ends under wire wraps with pliers………………………... 

 
4.   Securely wrap 36-inch wires around pearl making a bird’s nest-like bezel and bury wire ends 

under wire wraps with pliers. 

 
5. Measure distance from pearl  on both sides 1/3 of  

circumference and mark pearl locations with pins.   

Repeat Steps 2, 3, and 4, on cuffs………………………...  

 

6.   Stretch cuff on wrist mandrel to size, or stretch manually………………… 

 
7. After pearls are in place, repeat Step 5 of “How To” Instructions, softly  
reinforcing the rolled edge…………………………………………………… 
 

Tips & Techniques… 
 

 

To slide cuff over widest part of hand, slip finger  

under cuff and rotate around hand easing cuff on……. 

  
To adjust width of cuff and narrow opening, spread rolled  

edges apart by either pushing rolls open with finger and  

thumb, or gently pulling with fingers making sure not to  

crush softly rolled edges. 
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Cinched 
By Norma Melton 

Founder of WireKnitZ®  

To begin, see How to manipulate #3000 Series WireKnitZ® for “Cinched” - tut #132 

Reposition the rolled edges 

and flare knit as desired. 

 

A cuff design that becomes the  

foundation for your beadwork;  

essentially cinching the rolled edges 

makes a Triple Crown cuff that easily 

adjusts to fit! 
 

• Make two cuffs with one 9-inch 

length of #3000 Series WireKnitZ®  

• Skill level: All levels  

Materials  

1 – 9-inch #3000 Series WireKnitZ®  

#3012 Firebrick Red shown here) 

6 – 10mm Pearls 

6 – 5-inch 22 or 24 gauge wire 

6 – 36-inch 22 or 24 gauge wire 

 

Tools 

Scissors 

Ruler 

Straight Pins 

Wire Cutters 

Round Nose Pliers 

Chain Nose Pliers - optional 

Wrist Mandrel - optional 


